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Abstract
Reconstruction error is a prevalent score used to identify anomalous samples when
data are modeled by generative models, such as (variational) auto-encoders or
generative adversarial networks. This score relies on the assumption that normal
samples are located on a manifold and all anomalous samples are located outside.
Since the manifold can be learned only where the training data lie, there are no
guarantees how the reconstruction error behaves elsewhere and the score, therefore,
seems to be ill-defined. This work defines an anomaly score that is theoretically
compatible with generative models, and very natural for (variational) auto-encoders
as they seem to be prevalent. The new score can be also used to select hyper-
parameters and models. Finally, we explain why reconstruction error delivers good
experimental results despite weak theoretical justification.
1 Motivation
While supervised classification and generative models have made tremendous progress thanks to
neural networks in past years, little has been done in applications of neural networks in detecting
anomalous or novel samples.2 It has been recently shown in [31] that vanilla k-nearest neighbor with
basic L2 distance is frequently superior to approaches based on Variational Auto-Encoders [21, 29]
(VAE) and Generative Adversarial Networks [14, 30] (GAN). We believe that there are two problems
with anomaly detection: (i) it is difficult to tune hyper-parameters and architectures of neural networks
without known examples of anomalies, and (ii) scores used to identify anomalous samples are not
well theoretically founded or they rely on assumptions which are difficult to assert in practice. This
text, therefore, does not propose another architecture for anomaly detection, but it focuses on the
second problem — identifying a good score for anomaly detection with (variational) autoencoders.
Although the score is derived for VAEs, it is compatible with GANs as well.
The most popular score for anomaly detection with neural networks is the reconstruction error of
auto-encoders [2, 39, 36] (although some works utilized it with restricted Boltzmann machines [12]).
The earliest use of this score, known to us, dates back to works of [6] and [16]. The theoretical
justification of the reconstruction error as an anomaly score is that the data in the high-dimensional
input space are located on some manifold M. The autoencoder (replicator) network is trained to
replicate the training data on the manifold, and if one further assumes that anomalous samples are
˚Tomáš Pevný is also with Cisco Systems, Inc.
2By anomalous / outlying / novel samples this text understands samples that differ from the majority in such
manner that they raise a suspicion that they have been generated by some other distribution.
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Figure 1: Anomaly scores of three different approaches for a toy problem, x “ rz2, zsJ ` e,
where ppzq “ N p0.5, 0.15q and ppeq “ N pr0, 0sJ, 0.01Iq. (a) reconstruction error pREpxq “
exp
`´ 12 ||x´ fpgpxqq||22{σRE˘ , σRE “ varpx ´ fpgpxqqq, (b) ppzq|z“gpxq, and (c) the proposed
score (7).
located out of the manifold, they should have a high reconstruction error. Although the score seems
reasonable, the problem is that it is very difficult to assert that reconstruction error is high in areas
outside the manifold (this problem has been also documented in [26]). This problem is demonstrated
in Figure 1a, where the reconstruction error of the autoencoder network defines the manifold well but
also assigns high probability in areas where no data have been observed. We believe that previously
reported positive experiences with reconstruction error is caused by sheer luck that anomalies avoided
such areas.
An alternative to reconstruction error is to model distribution in the latent space (image of the
encoding function), used for example in [41], and deem anomalies as samples with low probability
in the latent space. The inherent problem of this score, demonstrated in Figure 1b is that due to the
many-to-one relation of the encoder, the areas outside the manifold received probability that is too
high.
A natural remedy to the problems identified above would be to somehow combine both scores together.
In Section 3 it is argued that doing so with widely adopted generative models requires evaluation
of a high-dimensional integral. This paper focuses on an anomaly score for generative models that
(i) is theoretically justified, (ii) it combines advantages of reconstruction error and probability of a
sample in the latent space, and (iii) it has reasonable computational complexity. The score (shown in
Figure 1c) utilizes a different re-parametrization of the generative model, which allows the calculation
of the exact likelihood. Moreover, it can be used with both variational autoencoders and generative
adversarial networks. An experimental evaluation on problems from [31] confirms its quality.
1.1 Problem definition and notation.
This work assumes that the data lie in some high-dimensional space X “ Rd. It is assumed that
they are generated by a noisy projection fM : Rk Ñ Rd as tfMpzq ` e|z „ ppzq, e „ peu , where
ppzq is some probability density on Z “ Rk and pe is a noise distribution. The goal is to estimate
probability distribution ppxq of the data given set of samples txpiquni“1 and assuming some ppzq
allowing simple calculation of the likelihood.
The proposed score relies on an ability to estimate fM, which is done by a parametric approximation
by fθ : Rk Ñ Rd with parameters θ. Since fθ is difficult to invert, the pseudoinverse is approximated
by another parametric function gφ : Rd Ñ Rk with parameters φ. Both functions fθ and gφ are
typically implemented by some type of neural network. If it is clear from the text, the dependency on
parameters θ, φ is dropped.
2 Variational autoencoders and Generative Adversarial Networks
In this section, we briefly recapitulate generative models used in definitions of anomaly score reviewed
or introduced in Section 3.
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2.1 Variational Autoencoders
Variational autoencoders [21] are probabilistic models representing distribution of observations ppxq
via a flexible transformation of the latent variable z. The assumed generative model is
ppxq “
ż
pθpx|zqpθpzqdz,
where distribution pθpx|zq known as the decoder is pθpx|zq “ N px; fθpzq, σ2Iq, with pθpzq being
a known prior on the latent variable and fθpzq being a neural network parametrizing the mean of
the Normal distribution. To estimate parameters θ of fθpzq and possibly of the prior pθpzq [33]
from set of observations, txpiquni“1, VAE introduces encoder, which is a conditional probability
distribution qφpz|xq parametrized similarly to the decoder as qφpz|xq “ N pz; gφpxq, Iq. During
training, parameters pθ, φq are obtained by minimizing KL-divergence between pθpx|zqpθpzq and
1
n
řn
i“1 qφpz|xpiqq.
2.2 Wasserstein Autoencoders
The original VAE minimizes the KL-divergence, which is effective if it can be computed analytically.
However, it can be cumbersome in other cases, for example in the case of von Mises distributions in
the latent space as used in the experiments’ section. An alternative is to replace the KL-divergence
with Wasserstein distance [32] (or any other distance of probability measures). The loss function
minimized during training is then
min
θ,φ
1
n
nÿ
i“1
log pθpxpiq|gφpxpiqqq ` βIptgφpxpiqquni“1||tzj „ pθpzqunj“1q, (1)
where β is a tuning parameter (corresponding to variance of the observation noise) and I is a
(Wasserstein) distance or a divergence. The main advantage is that unlike the KL divergence,
Wasserstein distance is estimated from two sets of points, and therefore it can better match the
posterior to the prior [32]. The experiments below use Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [5]
with IMQ kernel [32] as a distance for its ease of use due to its convenient calculation.
2.3 Generative adversarial networks
The last class of methods to fit the above generative models are Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) [14]. Unlike previous models, in their basic variant they do not have an encoder network
gφpxq. Instead, they train a discriminator tωpxq : X Ñ R implemented as a neural network with
parameters ω. Its goal is to learn the difference between true samples X and samples generated by
the generative model pθpx|zq. During optimization, the goal is to find a saddle point of the following
optimization problem
min
θ
max
ω
1
n
nÿ
i“1
”
log tωpxpiqq ` logp1´ tωppθpx|zpiqqqq
ı
, (2)
where txpiquni“1 are the training data and tzpiquni“1 are samples from ppzq. Originally GANs lacked
the inference network (encoder) qpz|xq, but some variants [34, 37, 40] incorporated it, by which they
brought GANs closer to VAEs.
3 Anomaly scores
The established definition of an anomaly is an event occurring with a probability so low, that it raises
suspicion of being generated by some other probability distribution. This implies that a sample x
is an anomaly if the probability density function ppxq is very low. Consequently, an anomaly score
universal across a wide range of application domains3 should be proportional to the sample likelihood.
Since anomaly detectors are evaluated on a range of probability density levels (e.g. via the AUC
criteria), it is not necessary to compute the normalization constant. Therefore, we prefer to use term
score to denote unnormalized probability density.
3Some definitions of the anomaly are domain-specific and therefore they are not considered here.
3
3.1 Evaluation of sample likelihood
While the vast majority of literature on generative models is concerned with sampling from ppxq, there
is not a generally accepted measure for evaluation of the probability ppxq, neither a corresponding
anomaly score. For the generative models recapitulated in the previous section, to estimate probability
of a sample ppxq one should marginalize ppx, zq, which amounts to calculating an integral
ppxq “
ż
pθpx|zqppzqdz “ Ez„qpz|xq
„
pθpx|zq ppzq
qpz|xq

. (3)
This is in a sharp contrast to the prior art on the use of autoencoders in anomaly detection (see
Section 4). Autoencoders use the reconstruction error corresponding to the following unnormalized
probability density
ppxq «
ż
pθpx|zqδpz ´ gφpxqqdz 9 exp
`´}x´ fpgpxqq}2˘ , (4)
where 9 denotes equality up to a multiplicative constant. Note that in this score, the integration
over z is replaced by an evaluation of the likelihood at the "most probable" point given by the
encoder qφpz|xq. A different approach is used with the flow-based models, such as [27], where the
the probability is evaluated by the change of variables formula
ppxq “ pzpf´1pxqq
ˇˇˇˇBf´1pxq
Bx
ˇˇˇˇ
. (5)
However, there are some unexplained phenomena reported in [26] when this formula is used. More-
over, auto-regressive flows can be used only when the dimension of Z is equal to that of X , i.e. d “ k.
While it is theoretically possible to map the redundant dimensions to the latent space, the training of
such model is much harder.
3.2 The proposed alternative
A common assumption in unsupervised models [1, 35, 17] is that the data observed in a high-
dimensional input space are up to some noise located on some low-dimensional manifoldM Ă X . It
means that there is a function fM : Z Ñ X , such that M “ tfMpzq|z P Zu. Furthermore it has
been show in [8] that if the latent space Z has a lower dimension than the input space, the standard
VAE learns just the manifold, and only when both dimensions are equal, it fits the chosen distribution
ppzq. The assumption of existence of the manifoldM and a data generating function fM is adopted
in the proposed score.
In practice, data do not lie exactly on the manifold, as they are subject to some noise. An observed
point x can be therefore modeled as a point x1 PM and some residue e,
e “ x´ x1 “ x´ fpz1q, (6)
which is typically assumed to be Gaussian distributed with variance σ2. This work assumes that
the noise is isotropic but only in the space T fpz1q tangent to the manifold M at the point fpz1q
and it is zero on the manifold. This assumption is very different from the prior art, where the noise
is assumed to be isotropic in the full space X including the manifold. However, the assumption
allows to factorize ppxq as ppxq “ ppx1qppeq, which further allows to express ppx1q through the
transformation of variables (as in (5)) and after substitution it leads to
ppxq “ ppx1qppeq 9 pzpf´1px1qq
ˇˇˇˇBf´1px1q
Bx
ˇˇˇˇ
N px´ x1, σ2Iq. (7)
Here, we have used ppeq “ N p0, σ2Iq as if e is defined on the full space X . In this case, the
redundant dimensions change only the multiplicative constant, since the noise is isotropic even in
the rotation to coordinate of e and the manifold. If normalized probability is required, ppeq has to be
evaluated only in the relevant dimensions. This would be possible by optimization of the optimal
projection point z1 in (6), as it is discussed below. We leave this line of research for further study.
Notice that the proposed score uses reconstruction error (4) popular in the prior art together with the
exact likelihood used in (5). It should, therefore, benefit from both scores and prevent pathological
failures, as has been demonstrated on the motivational example in Figure 1. Moreover, unlike models
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based on auto-regressive flows, the proposed score is not restricted to cases when the input and the
latent spaces have the same dimension.
If the auto-encoder was properly trained, i.e. if gpfpzq ` eq “ z, where e „ N p0,Σfpzqqq, then the
above equation is equivalent to
ppxq “ ppx1qppeq « pzpgpx1qq
ˇˇˇˇBgpx1q
Bx1
ˇˇˇˇ
N px´ x1, σ2Iq. (8)
N p0,Σfpzqqq above denotes a normal distribution with a non-zero variance only in the tangent space
to fpzq. The proposed likelihood can be calculated either using encoder g from (8) or using decoder
f from (7). If it holds that f and g are inverses on the manifold, they can be used equivalently. Yet,
according to experimental results the formulation (7) delivers better results, which is attributed to the
empirical findings that f and g are not proper inverses on the manifold.
3.3 Analysis of the noise model
Let’s now briefly discuss the assumption of a noise e in (6) to have non-zero variance only in the
space tangent to the manifold. It might seem to be very restrictive at the first sight, as it might
not model the reality accurately. Below it is argued that since in practice one almost always fails
to identify the true f, the assumption does not decrease the expressiveness of the model, but it
changes the structure of the noise. Models in Section 2 (and most prior art) assume a generative
model x “ fMpzq ` e, where e „ N p0, σ2Iq. The noise can be decomposed into two parts eM
and eMK where the second part eKM P T fMpzq is tangent to a manifold M at fMpzq and for the
first part it holds that fMpzq ` eM P M. Due to the bijection of fM there exists z1 such that
fMpz1q “ fMpzq ` eM. Consequently, x can be expressed as x “ fMpz1q ` eMK , which conforms
with the model (6). It effectively means that the part of the noise that is aligned with the manifoldM
is absorbed by the distribution on the latent space ppzq and by the learned decoder f. This is due
to the Theorem 1 in [8], according to which there exists a continuous function f such that the prior
distributions ppzq of both noise models can be the same almost everywhere. We believe (without a
formal proof) that the structure of the noise of both models is likely to be different, but the effect in
practice will be negligible.
Finally, note that the formulation of the likelihood (7) can be used with generative models identified
by GANs. The point z can be found by solving arg minz }fpzq´x}2, however in practice one would
probably use variants with encoders satisfying cyclic properties [40, 34], as they might be faster to
solve the optimization problem and also more stable.
3.4 Determinant of the Jacobian
The calculation of the Jacobian in the evaluation of ppx1q in (7), where x1 “ fpz1q seems to be an
ill-posed problem, because the Jacobian BfpzqBz is a rectangular matrix due to f : R
k Ñ Rd with
d ą k. But recall that x1 always lays on the manifold, i.e. fpz1q “ x1 P M, and therefore the
determinant should be calculated only with respect to the coordinate system on the manifold, which
is of dimension k and therefore properly defined.
Let’s align the coordinate system on X such that last d ´ k coordinates spans the tangent space
T fpzq. Then due to the definition of the tangent space it holds that last d´k columns of the Jacobian
are all zeros, i.e. p@j ą kq
´ Bfpzqj
zi
ˇˇˇ
z
“ 0
¯
. Contrary, first k components of the Jacobian define a
local approximation of M around the point fpzq. If f is a bijection, which is assumed here, they
have a non-zero determinant.
In practice, the determinant can be easily calculated using Singular Value Decomposition of Jpfpzqq.
Specifically, svdpJpfpzqq “ UΣV˚, where U and V are unitary matrices and Σ is a diagonal matrix
with k non-zero singular values on the diagonal. The columns of V corresponding to zero singular
values form a base of the tangent space T fpzq), and those corresponding to non-zero singular values
form a base of the local approximation of the manifold. Since determinant is equal to the product of
eigenvalues and singular values are their square roots, the product of squares of non-zero singular
values is equal to the determinant of Jpfpzqq with fpzq determining the manifoldM.
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3.5 Identifying the model
During training, a pair of functions (encoder gφ and decoder fθ) or their parameters need to be
found such that (i) fθ approximates the true manifold fM, (ii) gφ minimizes the reconstruction error,
i.e. gpxq « arg minzPZ }x ´ fpzq}2, and (iii) gpxq where x „ ppxq is similar to z „ ppzq. In
experiments presented below, this pair is found by minimizing loss of Wasserstein auto-encoders
(1). This criterion has been preferred as according to [32] it optimizes ppzq more directly than
KL-Divergence. Moreover, unlike KL-Divergence, it allows one to treat gφpxq as a Dirac-impulse,
which is rather problematic to achieve with KL-Divergence. Note that MMD can be replaced by any
other measure of choice or by a trained detector as it is done in adversarial autoencoders [23].
The trade-off between enforcing low reconstruction error and a good match of ppzq is controlled by
β, which is equal to the variance of noise and it is treated as a hyper-parameter in the experiments
below.
4 Related work
Below, we briefly recapitulate the prior art on the use of neural networks to detect anomalies. A
reader interested in other models is referred to an excellent survey [7] and experimental comparison
in [28, 11].
The most popular approach to anomaly detection with neural networks relays on (variational) auto-
encoders [2, 39, 36] (AE) although some works utilized restricted Boltzmann machines [12] (RBM)
or generative adversarial networks [30] (GAN).
The prior art employing auto-encoders and RBMs differs mainly in how they train the encoder-
decoder pair, as regular auto-encoders are used in [6], variational auto-encoders in [2], contractive
autoencoders in [25], denoising auto-encoders in [36, 24], and energy based models [38]. Relatively
few work has been dedicated to the problem of the proper anomaly score, as most prior art assumes
that the normal samples lie on some manifold and anomalies are located outside of it. Under this
assumption, the reconstruction error makes sense, as the encoder f should project anomaly to the
nearest point on the manifold, and when reconstructed by the decoder the data would thus suffer a
high reconstruction error.
Ref. [41] uses autoencoders to compress dimension of the input data, and then it fits a Gaussian
mixture model on the latent representation z “ gpxq augmented by a "cycled" latent representation
z1 “ gpfpgpxqq. Although the theoretical justification of the method is missing, it seems to deliver
a good performance. The work is interesting as the anomaly score is defined in the latent space z,
where the mixture can be viewed as fitting a distribution gpxq, x „ ppxq.
Since application of GANs to anomaly detection is not as straightforward as that of auto-encoders
and their variants, there is a diversity of anomaly scores derived from the model. One of the first
works [30] uses a combination of reconstruction error and the score of the detector in GANs. The
rationale behind it is that GAN’s detector should be able to recognize normal and anomalous data.
But taking the quote4 by Ian Goodfellow [13] into the account, the use of GANs in outlier detection
might not be as simple as plainly using the detector.
The likelihood of a sample x to be sampled from ppzq is used in [10], where the algorithm tries to
find a point z with the smallest reconstruction error }x´ z}2 and uses the density ppzq as an anomaly
score. Since the generator is not a convex function, the search for z is repeated several times and
corresponding densities are averaged.
With respect to the prior art, this work is not concerned about how the model is trained, but how to
properly define the anomaly score. The proposed score aims to be theoretically correct. It combines
likelihood in the latent space ppzq with the reconstruction error viewed as ppx|x1q with x1 “ fpzq
and the determinant of the Jacobian to accommodate the change of variables.
4“For GANs, one thing to keep in mind is that the discriminator is not a generalized detector of weird things.
It is trying to tell whether a sample came from the real data or *one specific non-data distribution: the generator*.
Because of that, it seems like the discriminator would only be useful for anomaly detection if you think you can
make your generator resemble the anomalies you expect to need to detect.”
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Lastly, as has been mentioned in Section 3, flow-based models directly evaluate likelihood of pθpxq.
To our best knowledge, they have been utilized in few-shot learning [19], but not directly in anomaly
detection. Their main drawback at the moment is that the dimension of the latent space has to be
equal to that of the input space. A model proposed in this paper, where the noise is independent on
the latent random variable, offers an elegant solution and should be investigated in the future.
5 Experiments
The experimental comparison of the proposed score to the reconstruction error has been performed
on ten problems (breast-cancer-wisconsin, cardiotocography, haberman, magic-telescope, pendigits,
pima-indians, wall-following-robot, waveform-1, waveform-2, yeast) adapted according to [11, 28]
to anomaly detection. These problems have been also used in the study [31] comparing sophisticated
methods based on neural networks to k-nearest neighbor [15] and isolation forests methods [22]. The
below study uses only easy anomalies, as more difficult anomalous samples are located in areas of
high densities of normal data, which raises doubts if they should be considered anomalous [11]. For
each dataset, five distinct train/test splits were created. The data were split to 80% of the dataset
being used for training and the remaining 20% for evaluation. The training set is contaminated with
up to 10% anomalies if they were present in the dataset. Obviously, these anomalies are not labeled
and therefore they cannot be used during the training of models.
VAMP variation of variational auto-encoder [33] was preferred over the vanilla VAE [21], because it
offers more flexibility in the prior distribution ppzq, which is implemented as a mixture with tunable
parameters. Similarly, the components in the mixture were von Mises-Fisher distributions [9] instead
of the usual Normal distribution, as it has been experimentally shown in [3] that mapping the latent
space on a sphere yields higher performance.
For each dataset and split of the data, a large number of models (280 to be exact) were trained
differing by hidden layer dimensions P t32, 64u, latent layer dimension (if smaller or equal than the
data dimension) P t2, 4, 9u, number of components in the prior mixture P t1, 4, 16u. Both encoder
and decoder contained three fully connected hidden layers of neurons with the "swish" activation
function [29]. In order to represent the data space well, the decoder contained an extra output layer of
neurons with linear activation function. All models were optimized using ADAM optimizer [20] with
default setting and with batch size 100 for 10000 steps. Finally, all experiments are implemented
in Julia programming language [4] with Flux.jl [18]. The code for the experiments is available at
https://github.com/anomaly-scores/Anomaly-scores. The closeness of distributions gpxq
where x „ ppxq and z „ ppzq is measured using Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) with IMQ
kernel [32], where its width c is treated as a hyper-parameter c P t0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1u. Finally, the
trade-off between enforcing reconstruction error and closeness of the distributions represented by β
(see Equation (1)) is also treated as a hyper-parameter β P t0.01, 0.1, 1, 10u.
The quality of detection is measured using the area under the ROC curve (AUC), which is considered
as a standard in the field of anomaly detection. Top figure 2 shows AUCs for models utilizing
reconstruction error and the proposed score in terms of box-plot. Since up to 280 models differing
by hyper-parameters were trained for each problem and data-split, the best combination of hyper-
parameters was selected according to AUC on the training set, which simulates the scenario where
some examples of anomalies are available for model selection.5 The results show that the proposed
score is better than the reconstruction error on all problems.
In the most strict scenario for anomaly detection, no labeled anomalies are available during training
and even during model selection. The criterion to select the model is therefore important but rarely
addressed problem. Bottom figure 2 shows AUCs, where hyper-parameters were selected according
to lowest reconstruction error on the training set for the score based on reconstruction error (lower is
better), and according to the highest likelihood of the training data for the proposed score. Since the
reconstruction error can be interpreted as a likelihood as well (see Equation (4)), the model-selection
criteria should be comparable. However, the selection is not accurate due to inaccuracy in the
evaluation of the normalization constant mentioned in Section 3. The experimental results show that
in this difficult setting the proposed score is better in nine out of ten problems. We believe that even
better results can be obtained if the normalization constant is approximated more closely using the
optimization of z1 as proposed in Section 3.
5This scenario might not be as unrealistic as it sounds, as one typically has examples of a few anomalies.
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Figure 2: AUCs of the proposed score and reconstruction error of autoencoders with hyper-parameters
selected according to supervised (top) and unsupervised (bottom) approach.
5.1 Is there a manifold in the data?
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Figure 3: AUC of anomaly detection for a range
of latent dimensions for the proposed criteria (red)
and reconstruction error score (blue).
Since the data lie in the full space, it should
be possible to find a mapping to the same di-
mensional latent space, in a similar manner as
the flow based methods. The decomposition
into a manifold and noise part may be seen as
a simplification of the full model. We test if
this modeling assumption is valid on an exhaus-
tive search over all possible dimensions of the
latent space on the "breast-cancer-wisconsin"
dataset which has eight dimensions. The re-
sults of anomaly detection for all possible latent
dimensions are displayed in Figure 3 with vari-
ability with respect to the splits of test/train data
and hyper-parameters.
Note that while the conventional score based
on reconstruction error is almost insensitive to
the latent dimension, the performance of the
anomaly detection based on the proposed score has a flat peak at 4–6 dimensions with decreasing
performance for lower as well as higher dimensions. This suggests, that the modeling assumption
of the low-dimensional latent space is beneficial. This may be relevant to the discussion on the
performance of the full-dimensional latent space [26].
6 Conclusion
This paper presented a new score to identify anomalies using deep generative models. The score
utilizes a decomposition of the data space into manifold obtained by projection of the latent space
and the residue. The assumption that the residue lies in the tangent space to the manifold allows
combining the conventional scores based on reconstruction error with probability in the latent space
and transformation of variables into a computationally efficient approach. The proposed score can be
applied to variational autoencoders and GAN-based models (an application to flow-based models is
trivial, as they lack the reconstruction term).
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The experimental results demonstrated that the new score decisively outperforms conventional scores
on anomaly detection, where hyper-parameters are selected using few labeled samples, and almost
always outperforms them in unsupervised anomaly detection, where hyper-parameters are selected
using likelihood. Since proper normalization is not required in anomaly detection, the paper utilized
certain computational simplifications. In the paper, we have outlined, how to extend the approach
for a better approximation of the exact probability density. We plan to pursue this direction further,
as it might be important for selection of hyper-parameters. Other interesting direction would be an
evaluation with other generative models, namely GANs and adversarial autoencoders.
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